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1. Fieldstone Dark Roughly Square & Rectangle



Home Siding

Stone siding is not only
attractive, but it is also
sustainable and long-
lasting. Unlike other
siding materials that can
crack, fade, or break
down over time, natural
stone siding is low-
maintenance and will
withstand harsh
conditions. This makes it
an ideal choice for
homeowners who want a
siding that will look great
for years to come. With a
wide range of patterns
and colors natural stone
can compliment any
existing home accents.
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1. Connecticut Blend Mosaic

2. Greenwich Blue Roughly Square & Rectangle



Chimney

Natural stone chimneys offer
a timeless addition to any
home. Not only can they
enhance the aesthetic appeal
of a property, but natural
stone chimneys also offer a
unique touch of character
that sets a home apart. These
chimneys are low-
maintenance and weather-
resistant, making them a
smart investment for
homeowners. Whether you're
building a new home or
renovating an existing one, a
natural stone chimney is a
stunning feature that will add
value and charm.
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1. Connecticut Blend Mosaic

2. Fitzwilliam Granite Roughly Square and Rectangle

4. Old New England Rounds

3. Old New England Rounds



Home Foundation

Natural stone veneer can add a
unique appeal to any home
design. Even a small amount of
natural stone veneer on the
foundation of a home can make a
huge impact. dditionally, natural
stone veneer can add value to a
home by increasing its curb
appeal and overall aesthetic.
Whether you choose to cover the
entire foundation or just a portion,
this material will provide a
stunning and durable addition to
your home

It is also resistant to damage from
extreme temperatures, moisture,
and insects, making it a great
choice for homeowners who want
to ensure their foundation is
protected.
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CT Blend Rougly Square and Rectangle1.

2. Montauk Blend Mosaic



Whether you want to revamp your front yard, patio,
walkway, or retaining wall, natural stone provides a
timeless appeal that will give your outdoor spaces a
much-needed boost in curb appeal.

If you're ready to give your property a boost in curb
appeal, consider using natural stone for your next
landscape or design project. Whether you opt for a
classic stone walkway or a modern retaining wall, you'll
love the way it transforms your outdoor spaces into a
beautiful and functional living area.

Curb

Appeal
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Sterling Tan Mosaic1.

2. Old New England Rounds

3. Connecticut Blend Roughly Square & Rectangle

4. Liberty Hill Roughly Square & Rectangle

5. Liberty Hill Wall Caps



When it comes to step risers, using
natural stone is a great option for
homeowners who are looking for a
long-lasting, low-maintenance, and
visually appealing solution. 
Using stone veneer for risers can add a
unique look to your entry way and can
be the first impression of your home
design. Risers can also be used to
compliment, railings, front doors or
decks and patios.

Stair Risers
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1. Connecticut Blend Strip

2. Spruce Mountain Rougly Square & Rectangle

3. Old New England Rounds



Natural stone
archways bring a
touch of elegance
and beauty to any
architectural design.
These unique stone
features are a
testament to the
talent of the design
team as well as the
masons who install
them. An archway
can be a transition
from the home to the
landscape or the
grand entrance for
the home design.

Archway
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Old New England Wall Rougly Square & Rectangle1.

2. Colonial Tan Ashlar

3. Sterling Tan Rougly Square & Rectangle 



Interior

Wall

Bring a touch of nature into your
home with the addition of stone to
your interior walls. This timeless
material adds texture, warmth, and
a sense of grounding to any space. 

With a variety of natural stones
(including granite, fieldstone, and
rounds) and patterns to choose
from, the result will be a beautiful
and unique feature that sets your
home apart.

Adding stone to your interior walls
is a simple and effective way to
enhance the look and feel of your
home. With its durability, versatility,
and visual appeal, stone is the
perfect choice for any space.
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Old New England Wall Ashlar & Mosaic1.

2. Sterling Tan

3. Harbor Mist Roughly Square & Rectangle



Natural stone fireplaces can add
elegance to your living space, they
are also known for their heat-
resistant and non-combustible
qualities. With a variety of colors,
patterns, and textures to choose
from, natural stone can be used for
an interior fireplace of any size to
compliment the décor of a home.
Add a natural stone interior
fireplace to be the focal point of the
home.

Interior

Fireplace
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American Mist Ledge1.

2. Fieldstone Dark Roughly Square & Rectangle 3.  Connecticut Blend Ledge



Natural stone veneer can be used as an
accent wall, backsplash, or decorative
feature to add  texture, depth, and warmth
to any interior space. Natural stone is
durable, heat resistant, and easy to clean,
making it ideal for use on countertops,
backsplashes, and even flooring. 

Additionally, natural stone is unique, with
each piece having its own individual pattern,
color, and character, giving the kitchen a
one-of-a-kind look. 

Kitchen

Interior
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1. Spruce Mountain Ashlar

2. Fieldstone Dark Ashlar

3. Nutmeg Ridge Rougly Square & Rectangle 4. Greenwich Blue Rougly Square & Rectangle



A natural stone hearth, mantel or lintel
can be a huge difference maker for the
appeal of a new fireplace feature.
Regardless of the space, interior or
exterior natural stone hearths, mantels
and lintels can be used to compliment
natural stone fireplaces along with a
range of other fireplace materials. 

Fireplace

Accents
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Liberty Hill Hearths1.

6. Connecticut Blend Hearth

2. Liberty Hill Flagstone

4. American Mist Hearth 5. Connecticut Blend Mosaic

3. Greenwich Blue Ashlar 



Entry

Walkway

The walkway leading to the home is the first
impression most guests have upon arrival.
Make a statement with a natural flagstone
walkway. These flagstone pieces can be
split or sawn and are full of a natural color
range which, when combined with the skill
of the mason installing them will make for a
one of a kind walkway leading to the home. 

The texture on the face (top) of the
flagstone pieces also make them an ideal
material in harsh climates including ice and
snow. The anti-slip texture of the flagstone
also make it a popular option for pool and
patio projects as well.
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Colonial Tan/Spruce Mountain Split Flagstone1. 2. Liberty Hll Sawn Flagstone



An exterior fireplace is one of the most
popular applications for natural stone veneer.
When creating an outdoor living space,
outdoor fireplaces are often selected to be
the focal point of the project. Offering a
place for friends and family to gather as well
as a place to experiment with wood fired
foods. Whether you're looking for a stylish
focal point for an outdoor area or a
functional heating solution, a natural stone
fireplace is a great option that you and your
loved ones can enjoy together throughout
multiple seasons. 

Exterior

Fireplace
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American Mist Roughly Square & Rectangle1.

2. Connecticut Blend Rougly Square & Rectangle

3. Fieldstone Dark Mix 4. Connecticut Blend Mix



A must have for any new hardscape
project, an outdoor kitchen is fully
customizable and can feature a full bar,
fridge space, multiple cooking features
and can be covered by gazebos for year
round access. One of the most popular
outdoor applications for natural stone,
outdoor kitchens can be constructed to
fit the needs of a family of three or a full
family reunion. Natural stone adds that
extra appeal that can tie these popular
features back to the home or landscape
design.

Outdoor Kitchen
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Greenwich Blue Roughly Square and Rectangle1.

2. Old New England Rounds

3. Connecticut Blend Rougly Square & Rectangle



Firepit

Natural stone fire pits are a beautiful
and functional addition to any outdoor
space. Fire pits are not only long-
lasting, but also add a natural and
organic feel to your backyard.
Gathering around them makes them a
naturally social feature, ideal for
entertaining.

Whether you're looking to create a
warm and inviting gathering spot for
your friends and family, or simply enjoy
the ambiance of a crackling fire on a
cool evening, a natural stone fire pit is
a great option. With a variety of
material and design options available,
and the craftsmanship of a skilled
mason, you can enjoy a fire pit that fits
your space and style. 
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1. Connecticut Blend Mosaic

3. Fitzwilliam Granite Roughly Square & Rectangle

4. Old New England Rounds 5. Old New England Rounds

2. Fitzwilliam Granite Caps



Accent Wall

A natural stone accent wall
adds both visual appeal and
texture to any outdoor space.
With durable and long-lasting
materials, these walls are
perfect for defining
boundaries, creating privacy,
and enhancing the look of your
landscape. With its unique
patterns, colors, and
variations, a natural stone
accent wall is an excellent
way to add character and
style to your garden or patio
area. Whether you choose a
rustic look with textured stones
or a polished finish with neatly
stacked blocks, a natural stone
accent wall is a timeless
addition to any outdoor space
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1. Spruce Mountain Roughly Square & Rectangle

2. Harbor Mist Ledge



Made from natural stone, flagstone
patios offer a unique and organic
look that blends seamlessly with the
surrounding environment. The texture
of the stone face (top) provides
traction, even when wet, making them
a safe choice for walkways and
patios. And, because they are made
from natural materials, flagstone
patios are low-maintenance and
long-lasting, standing up to the
elements year after year.

Patio
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2. Liberty Hill Flagstone

1. Liberty Hill Steps

3. American Mist Flagstone

5. Old New England Wall Steps

4. Old New England Wall Flagstone



Steps

Natural stone steps provide a
beautiful and durable option
for enhancing the look and
functionality of any
landscape design. Steps
offer a unique and long-
lasting solution for navigating
between different levels of
the property or for walking
to and from a pond or lake.
Much like the flagstone the
texture on the face (top) of
the steps make them safe for
wet conditions whether that
is rain or snow. If you're
looking to add style and
practicality to your outdoor
space, consider natural stone
steps.
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1. Colonial Tan Irregular Steps

2. Liberty Hill Sawn Steps



Transform a garden or
landscape space with the
addition of a flagstone
walkway. Whether looking for
a winding, rustic path or a
sleek and modern design, 
 flagstone walkways are the
perfect solution to enhance
your outdoor space and add
value to your property. In
addition to connecting spaces
and different areas of the
property, walkways are an
important visual element and
conversation piece all by
themselves. 
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Landscape Walkway

Liberty Hill Flagstone1.

2. Sterling Tan Flagstone

3. Spruce Mountain Flagstone



In the same category as curb appeal
these accent features can set your home
a part from the neighborhood. Whether
the home is set back from the street or
you're looking for an extra layer of
privacy before entering the property,
driveway pillars, and mailbox posts will
add a distinctive look. Not only do
driveway pillars enhance the visual
appeal of your driveway, but they also
provide support and stability to your
gates or fencing. 

Pillars, Posts

& Planters
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Old New England Rounds1.

2. Connecticut Blend Rougly Square & Rectangle

3. Connecticut Blend Ashlar 4. Connecticut Blend Rougly Square & Rectangle



Retaining Wall

Natural stone retaining walls are a
beautiful and durable solution for
managing slopes, terracing gardens, and
creating raised flowerbeds. These walls
offer a unique and timeless aesthetic that
will add value to any property. Unlike
concrete or wood retaining walls, natural
stone walls are able to withstand extreme
weather conditions and will not rot or
deteriorate over time. With all of the
different types of stone veneer, it is easy
to find a style that complements the
existing architecture of your home or
garden.
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Nutmeg Ridge Mosaic1.

2. Liberty Hill Rougly Square & Rectangle

3. Old New England Rounds



Natural stone can also be used in
miscellaneous ways throughout the
landscape design of a home. Whether used
as a boundary marker, driveway entrance,
or garden accent, natural stone makes a
statement and adds character to your
outdoor space.  The strength and durability
of natural stone make it a great way to
add style and distinction to your property. 

Property

Marker/

Landscape

Material
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Fitzwilliam Granite Boulders1.

2. Fitzwilliam Granite Full Bed

3. Old New England Rounds
4. Connecticut Blend Mosaic



A pool accent wall is a
beautiful and functional
additon that enhances
the overall look and feel
of your swimming area. It
not only provides a
stunning backdrop, but
also helps to control
water flow and reduce
noise levels. Whether you
want to create a
dramatic focal point,
add some privacy, or
simply define the
boundary of your pool, a
well-designed accent
wall can do all of that
and more.

A spill over spa is
another must-have
addition to your pool
area. It allows you to
enjoy the soothing
effects of a hot tub, 

without having to leave
your swimming area. As
water cascades from the
spa into the pool, it
creates a tranquil and
relaxing ambiance that
you can enjoy any time
of day or night.

Natural stone is a great
option for a pool and
spa, because it's
naturally waterproof,
slip-resistant, and low
maintenance.

These additons will take
your pool area to the
next level by adding
visual impact,
functionality, and
opportunities for
enjoyment with your
family and friends.  

Pool

Accents
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Connecticut Blend Mosaic1.

2. Old New England Rounds

3. Black Ash Roughly Square & Rectangle 4. Liberty Hill Rougly Square & Rectangle



 Natural stone pool coping
provides a slip-resistant
surface that is perfect for
walking or lounging around
your pool. It's durability will
also hold up through the life
of the pool and require little
to no maintenance over
time. n addition to its
functional benefits, natural
stone pool coping can also
enhance the overall
aesthetic of your pool area,
complementing your pool's
design and creating a
stunning outdoor living
space. 

Pool Coping
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American Mist Mosaic Full Bed1.

2. Colonial Tan Flagstone



Natural stone dive rocks are a
beautiful and functional addition
to any swimming pool. They
provide a natural look and feel to
any water feature, while also
serving as a safe and sturdy diving
platform. Each dive rock is unique,
with its own distinctive color,
pattern, and texture. Whether
you're looking to enhance the
aesthetic appeal of your pool, or
provide a fun and exciting diving
experience for you and your
guests, natural stone dive rocks
are a great choice.

Dive Rock
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American Mist Dive Rock1.

2. Old New England Wall Dive Rock
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